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Why this presentation?
• ‘Cause TLS is the most important protocol in the world!

(after the null cipher)

• It’s also:

• badly designed

• under-analyzed

• poorly implemented

• lousy with extensions



Why this presentation?
• ‘Cause TLS is the most important protocol in the world!

(after the null cipher)

• It’s also:

• badly designed

• under-analyzed

• poorly implemented

• lousy with extensions

• Yet... amazingly robust despite all that



But here’s the great news



Question 1

What’s the matter with TLS?
Designwise/

Analysis-wise/
Implementation-wise?

This presentation



Question II

Which areas 
[design, research, implementation]

should we be thinking about improving/replacing/
analyzing?

(with applications to PhD students)

This presentation



A brief history
• SSLv1 born at Netscape (~1995)

• SSLv2 released one year later

• Serious protocol negotiation bugs. Don’t even go here.

• SSLv3

• Slightly less serious issues [Schneier & Kelsey, others]
padding oracles

• TLSv1.0

• Predictable IVs, renegotiation attacks and more!

• TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2 (lightly adopted)



The protocol

(pkA, skA)

Negotiation

Key exchange

Secure communication

Renegotiation... etc. etc.



Design



It’s bad
•Many problems result from TLS’s use of 

“pre-historic cryptography” (- Eric Rescorla)

• CBC with Mac-Pad-then-Encrypt

• RSA-PKCS#1v1.5 encryption padding

• RC4 with...........

• Goofy stuff: ephemeral RSA key agreement, 
GOST ciphersuite, Snap Start, False Start (withdrawn)

• Horrifying backwards compatibility requirements



MAC-then-pad-then-Encrypt
• TLS MACs the record, then pads (in CBC), then enciphers

•Obvious problem: padding oracles



MAC-then-pad-then-Encrypt
• TLS MACs the record, then pads (in CBC), then enciphers

•Obvious problem: padding oracles

• Countermeasure(s): 

1. Do not distinguish padding/MAC failure

In theory, this 
works (if the MAC 
is larger than the 

block size)
-Paterson et al. 
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2. “Constant-time” decryption

Probably good 
enough for 

remote timing...



MAC-then-pad-then-Encrypt
• TLS MACs the record, then pads (in CBC), then enciphers

•Obvious problem: padding oracles

• Countermeasure(s): 

1. Do not distinguish padding/MAC failure

2. “Constant-time” decryption
 
3. Kill session

Doesn’t work 
against sessions 
with repeated 

plaintext 
(cookies)



BEAST
• Use of predictable IV (CBC residue bug)

• Known since 2002, attack described by Bard in 2005
(Bard was advised to focus on more interesting problems.)

•
Also apparently nobody read the spec
(because there are crazy things in that spec)



Solution in practice: RC4

:-(

(When RC4 is your solution, 
you need a better problem)



Analysis



TLS for cryptographers



TLS for cryptographers

Q: What’s 
missing?



Example: Negotiation

Each TLS protocol begins with a ciphersuite 
negotiation that determines which key agreement 

protocol (etc.) will be used.

Tolga Acar, Mira Belenkiy, Mihir Bellare, and David Cash, Cryptographic Agility and its Relation to Circular Encryption, in EUROCRYPT 2010

Negotiation

Key Agreement



Example: Negotiation

The key agreement secures the negotiation (!)

Tolga Acar, Mira Belenkiy, Mihir Bellare, and David Cash, Cryptographic Agility and its Relation to Circular Encryption, in EUROCRYPT 2010

Negotiation

Key Agreement



Example: Negotiation

Negotiation messages are protected by hashing 
them, then computing a MAC on the resulting hash

after key agreement has completed.

(pkA, skA) (pkB, skB)

Tolga Acar, Mira Belenkiy, Mihir Bellare, and David Cash, Cryptographic Agility and its Relation to Circular Encryption, in EUROCRYPT 2010

Negotiation

Key Agreement
Exchange MACs of H

{ {H H



Surely we’ve analyzed this
•Well -- not really.

• In CRYPTO 2012 (!) we saw the first paper
to successfully analyze TLS-DHE [Jager et al.]

• It didn’t consider any other protocols, or the negotiation

• To date: no published work that analyzes even the
TLS-RSA handshake (in a realistic setting)

• Any research on negotiate/hash/exchange pattern?



Compression (CRIME)
• Can’t really blame the TLS designers for including it...

• Blame cryptographers for not noticing it’s still in use?

• Blame cryptographers for pretending it would go away.

•We need a model for compression+encryption

• Clearly this is weaker than semantic security

• But how much weaker? Can we quantify? 



Extensions
• TLS False Start

• (Now withdrawn)

• Completing the TLS handshake is expensive

• So let’s start transmitting before the final Exchange of MACs
(FINISH)



PKCS #1v1.5

ClientRandom

ServerRandom, Public Key Certificate

RSA-PKCS#1v1.5-encrypted PMS,  PRF(MS, string1)

Client Server

Client generates 48-byte random PMS
MS = PRF(PMS, ClientRandom, ServerRandom, etc.)

PRF(MS, string2)

Problem:

Decryption failures can 
be used to decrypt a 

ciphertext.

(Bleichenbacher ’98
Focardi et al. ’12)



PKCS #1v1.5

This approach can be proven secure, but only 
under a goofy made-up assumption.



Implementation

Everything up ‘til now was the good news.



OpenSSL, GnuTLS, NSS
• The problem with TLS is that we are cursed 

with implementations

•OpenSSL being the chief offender

• But followed closely...









PKCS #1v1.5



PKCS #1v1.5



PKCS #1v1.5

Thread locks



PKCS #1v1.5
Good news: NSS 

doesn’t have a set of 
thread locks.

(They have two.)



Why do it the simple way?

PKCS#1 
recommendation

OpenSSL v1.0.1c

Why you should follow 
recommendations



APIs
just at least one guy who thinks “int enable” 

has only 2 values (not 3!)  --- theGruqq



We’re all gonna die
• This is not at all what I’m saying

• There is a lot of good news in here:

•We are learning how to analyze TLS

•We may someday have a real proof of the protocol



We’re all gonna die
•Moreover, the density of practical attacks on TLS is low

•We tend to fix them when they get announced

• And most are active, so they won’t be useful on old data

• That said, there’s no excuse for neglecting it

• This protocol & its implementations
need to be a major focus of research if we’re going to 
rely on them in the coming years


